It can greatly shorten the design period and make optimization more reasonable that use genetic algorithm for the Hall component array optimization design. The method is to set up the optimized platform based on ANSYS and MATLAB software. MATLAB software is used to realize the program design of genetic algorithm, ANSYS software is used to realize the simulation of hall component and get the corresponding hall voltage. With calling back the hall voltage of ANSYS, MATLAB can obtain the best design parameters after gradually choice. To avoid premature phenomenon of genetic algorithm, this paper also take sequencing selection method, novel crossover and mutation operation.
Introduction
The Hall component is a magnetic susceptibility component. It is widely used in the electromagnetic measurement, the power measurement, automatic control and communications devices [1] . Hall voltage will be affected by the structural dimensions of Hall component. Such as the length to width ratio, the thickness, the length and the width of the electrode of Hall component. At present, the impact of a single factor is proposed, but there is little study on optimal combination of all influence factors, so empirical way are used for hall component designs, which make it difficult to obtain the best parameter. Genetic algorithm is a kind of simulation natural evolution bionic algorithm. It incentive good structures by the principle of Darwin's survival of the fittest. In the iteration process, it keep the existing structure and looking for better with the simulation of Mendel's genetic variation theory [2] . In a word, the genetic algorithm transform multi-factor problem into N dimensional variable problem and obtain the best combination at last. This algorithm also has fast convergent rate and accurate computing speed.
For the traditional genetic algorithm often leads to immature convergence, this essay improves a real-coded genetic algorithm. The algorithm takes the selection sort method, novel crossover and mutation operation, which avoid the premature phenomenon effectively.
Optimization design principle
For nonlinear function f(X), the global optimization problem is:
Where:,
a and i b are the upper and lower limits of the variable i x .
The method that uses genetic algorithms
International Conference on Information, Business and Education Technology (ICIBIT 2013) to accomplish the optimal parameter values solution is as follow. Input the initial parameter values firstly, and then produce a number of chromosomes after initialization. Thirdly, aftersorting and selecting on chromosome, the crossover and mutation operations should be employed. Repeat this process until meet the satisfied solution [3] .
Coding mode
While the unknown variables are discrete, use the binary coding. For the continuous variable, solving accuracy of binary encoding is affected by the limit of chromosome length, therefore, we select the decimal coding mode and the variable constitute a chromosome in turn:
selection
In the selection, sort the chromosome sequence according to the serial number. The smaller serial number is, the more optimal chromosome is. Define the Selected probability Here, a, b are appropriate generations. In the early evolution, for avoiding premature phenomenon and keeping the diversity of the population, ) (gen  select small value. In the middle of the evolution, for competitiveness is reduced between adjacent two chromosomes, so ) (gen  should has bigger value to prevent random search.
Intersect
Generate a random number r between 
Variation
Variation is the operation that choose variable chromosome according to the mutation probability Select multiple parameters which need to be optimized as input variables. Population size chooses 500, the maximum iterations number is 2000. Crossover probability c P and mutation probability m P changed with the evolution generations:
Selection of genetic parameters
is the maximum evolution generations, variation parameter M :
Where, i f is the objective function value of variation chromosome. Here the electromagnetic calculation results by the ANSYS software. avgf is the mean value of all chromosomes objective function.
Analysis of Results
In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed method, optimize for the rectangular structure of the Hall element array. Select a single Hall element of length is 1mm. Optimization seen that the best single Hall element width is 0.625mm, electrode width is 0.1mm, the maximum electrode length is 5mm. Through single factor analysis, we known that the results were better when its length and width ratio between 1.5 and 2. Due to short circuit, when the aspect ratio value of the Hall device is too small, it will have a great impact on the Hall voltage. For the aspect ratio is greater than 2.0, the resistance between control current of electrodes and input power dissipation are increased. Thereby, it will reduce the output voltage of the Hall component and affect the performance. Within a certain range, the Hall voltage will increase as the electrode of the Hall component length increased. However, due to the sizes of the electrode have a significant impact on the geometric correction factor G, the increase of electrode should not be too long.
However, if the width of the electrode takes less than one-tenth the size of element length, it also can avoid the impact of short-circuit. Thus, it is verified the effectiveness of this method.
In a word, the optimized design method based on genetic algorithms, not only greatly simplifies the design cycle, but also make optimization more convenient, accurate and reasonable. 
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